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INSPIRE STANDARDS
Compete against perfection, rather 
than just competitors

THE HALO EFFECT
The single biggest influencer on how 
your company, managers, workplace 
& practises will be perceived is your 
financial performance.

PERSONAL EFFECTIVENESS
Getting Things Done (GTD)
Collect, Process, Organize, Review, Do!
 - David Allen

SEEK ENGAGEMENT &
ELIMINATE DISTRACTIONS
● Managers should be responsible for sparking   
creativity & networking group
● Reward successes with better challenges
● Engage all stakeholders
● Understand your employees work
● Hire hard, manage open, fire hard
● Allow your customers to be heard loud, clear   
& unfiltered

ASSIGNING PEOPLE
Best People on biggest opportuni-
ties, not biggest problems

KNOWLEDGE WORKERS
Manage to Objectives rather than Tactics. 
Particularly important with creatives.

SCHOOLS OF EXPERIENCE
Where possible, hire people that have come 
from a similar business model & culture.
-Clayton Christensen

6 STAGES OF
A STARTUP:

1) Discovery
2) Validation
3) Efficiency
4) Scale
5) Profit Maximization
6) Renewal

The Startup Genome

MANAGING CEO’S
1. Remove all of the ritualistic & non productive activities 
normally associated with CEO’s. They should be fully in 
charge of their own schedules.
2. Give them the simple mission to run the business as if:
a)  You own 100% of it
b) It is the only asset in the world that you or your family  
 have or will ever have
c) You can’t sell or merge it for at least a century
-Warren Buffet

UNDERSTAND DON’T ASK
 “If I had listened to my customers, I would 
have given them a faster horse” Henry Ford
Aim is to give customers what they will value, 
rather than what they ask for.

STRATEGY COMMUNICATION
Seek to guide behaviour with:
● Use Concrete Language
● Highlight Elements that are NOT intuitive
● Tell Stories

4 KEY LEADERSHIP AREAS 
1) Strategic Thinking
2) Business Results
3) People Leadership
4) Personal Effectiveness
– Merrill Lynch

SCARF - Aim to give employees
STATUS is about relative importance to others.
CERTAINTY concerns being able to predict the future.
AUTONOMY provides a sense of control over events.
RELATEDNESS is a sense of safety with others - of 
friend rather than foe.
FAIRNESS is a perception of fair exchanges between 
people.

FRAMING PROBLEMS
The mere formulation of a problem is 
far more essential than its solution, 
which may be merely a matter of 
mathematical or experimental skills. 
- Albert Einstein

3 reasons for Feature development:
1. Differentiate: take it away from competitors
2. Optimise: Reduce waste, clean up systems
3. Neutralise: take away a competitors advantage

FOR THE TEAM
1. Common commitment & Purpose 
(continually refined & updated)
2. Complementary Skills
3. Mutal Accountability

CEO Objectives
A CEO does only three things:
1. Sets the overall vision and strategy of the company 
and communicates it to all stakeholders (Chief 
Experience Officer).
2. Recruits, hires, and retains the very best talent for 
the company.
3. Makes sure there is always enough cash in the bank.

FAST. CHEAP. GOOD.
Choose 2
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Process Innovation
Note: See ‘Where is 
Market at’ to help 
choose which one to 
focus on

EXPERIMENT
Seek fast feedback

4 categories of errors:
a. Slips
b. Lapses
c. Mistakes
d. Violations

Most issues come from:
Nostalgia, Denial, Arrogance

3 EXPOSURES
Generally people don't pay 
attention to something until they 
have seen it 3 times. Plan for this 
in marketing.

PERSONAL MOTIVATORS 

Freakonomics – People are incentivised by:
Economic, Social, & Moral rewards

Good work balances the demands of:
Excellence, Ethics & Earnings

Dan Pink:
Intrinsic - Autonomy, Mastery, & Purpose
vs
Extrinsic - Carrot/Stick
Dangling carrots only works for simple “if > 
then” tasks. It actually hinders creative or 
lateral performance.

LEADERSHIP FROM BEHIND
Like a sheppard with their flock, you can lead 
from behind... allowing stars to run ahead, but 
keeping the momentum going in the right 
direction

THEORY OF CONSTRAINTS
● Identify the Constraint
● Then pad it or eliminate it
*Book: The Goal - Goldratt

MINDSETS
FIXED MINDSETS believe intelligence is static, 
and lead to a desire to look smart & avoid failure.
GROWTH MINDSETS believe intelligence can be 
developed, leading to a desire to learn & be 
challenged. –Read Carol Dweck

SCARCITY VS ABUNDANCE
SCARCITY mentalities see life as having only so 
much, as though there is only one pie to divide.
ABUNDANCE mindsets believe there is plenty 
for everyone, you just have to be smart about it.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
● IN HOUSE if value is well understood, or 
development is expensive/complex
● OUTSOURCED if unclear market values or 
cheap development with few interconnections

GET THE RIGHT BACKING
You want your owners to bring knowledge, 
networks, and a similar set of expectations.
- Clayton Christensen

IN SENIOR HIRES, LOOK FOR:
Integrity, Intelligence, Energy - Warren Buffet
Integrity, Intelligence, Maturity - Jack Welch

SIMPLE IS DIFFERENT TO SIMPLE
When you start looking at a problem and it seems really simple, you don't really understand 
the complexity of the problem. 

Then you get into the problem, and you see that it's really complicated, and you come up with 
all these convoluted solutions. That's sort of the middle, and that's where most people stop....

But the really great person will keep on going and find the key, the underlying principle of the 
problem—and come up with an elegant, really beautiful solution that works.That's what we 
wanted to do with Mac.
- Steve Jobs, from Insanely Great, written by Steven Levy

FOCUSED BRAIN-
STORMING
Better understand what customers will 
care about. Focus efforts on opportunity 
areas (underserved desired outcomes)
● Stay focused on targets
● Aim for breakthrough improvement
● Constrain thinking to enhance creativity
● Eliminate bad ideas quickly
● Optimise the best idea for cost, effort, 
risk and sustainability
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Functional Complexity

EMOTION VS FUNCTION

medical devices

appliances

carsjewelery

cosmetics

software
chemicals

bags

apparel

raw materials

JOBS TO BE DONE

Functional Jobs
Emotional Jobs

Personal Social

JOBS TO BE DONE:
J - Job that customer is trying to solve 
(fundamental problem)
O - Objectives: Functional, Social & 
Emotional metrics that matter
B - Barriers that inhibit getting the job done 
adequately
S - Solutions: What can the customer chose 
between? What is your total competition?
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THE BUYING FUNNEL
customer
awareness

brand
awareness

brand
consideration

brand
preference

purchase
intention

purchase

customer
loyalty

customer
advocacy
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3 KEY AREAS FOR A 
JOB INTERVIEW:
1.  Can you do the job?
2.  Will you love the job?
3.  Can we tolerate working with you?

MASLOW’S COMPETANCE 
subconscious competence (highest)
conscious competence
unconscious competence
conscious incompetence
unconscious incompetence (lowest)

LARGER BETS LESS FREQUENTLY
And the wise ones bet heavily when the world offers them that opportunity. 
They bet big when they have the odds. And the rest of the time, they don't. 
It's just that simple.
When Warren Buffet lectures at business schools, he says, "I could 
improve your ultimate financial welfare by giving you a ticket with only 20 
slots in it so that you had 20 punches - representing all the investments 
that you got to make in a lifetime. And once you'd punched through the 
card, you couldn't make any more investments at all." 

I think the reason why we got into such idiocy in investment manage-
ment is best illustrated by a story that I tell about the guy who sold 
fishing tackle. I asked him, "My God, they're purple and green. Do fish 
really take these lures?" And he said, "Mister, I don't sell to fish." – 
Charlie Munger

TRIBES - Seth Godin
who are you upsetting?
 - challenge the status quo
who are you connecting?
 - build a culture
who are you leading?
 - commit to the cause, tribe 
and people who are there’

INCENTIVES
From all business, my favorite case on incentives is FedEx. The heart and soul of their 
system…is having all their airplanes come to one place in the middle of the night & shift all the 
packages from plane to plane. If there are delays, the whole operation can't deliver a product 
full of integrity to Federal Express customers.

And it was always screwed up. They could never get it done on time. They tried everything-
moral suasion, threats, you name it. And nothing worked.

Finally, somebody got the idea to pay all these people not so much an hour, but so much a 
shift—and when it's all done, they can all go home. Well, their problems cleared up overnight.  
– Charlie Munger

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Good financial statements should answer 3 questions:
1. Approximately how much is the business worth?
2.  It’s likely ability to meet future payments?
3. How good a job are its managers doing in operating 
the business?

Look to release your 
Minimum Viable Product
By far the dominant reason 
for not releasing sooner was 
a reluctance to trade the 
dream of success for the 
reality of feedback.
- Kent Beck

If you want advice, ask for money
If you want money, ask for advice

Entreprenuers should be:
Stubborn about the Vision
Flexible about the Tactics
-Jeff Bezos

Begin with what’s intuitive 
for the end customer.

Eg: Jancis Robinson Wine 
Recommending

E = Excitingly Inovative
C = Utterly correct
V = Great Value

‘The customer rarely buys what the company 
thinks it is selling him"  - Peter Drucker

“If we can be much better without being 
different, that would be fine with me. I 
want to be much better. I don’t care 
about being different.” - Steve Jobs

If your cutomers help define 
your business direction, 
choose customers you can 
respect & admire.

Incumbants execute known business 
models (hence long term plans, 
overheads, etc)

Startups search for business models

THE LEAN STARTUP
1. Commodity Technology stack: Leverage   
web 2.0 tools for product development
2. Agile Development: Iterative not linear   
planning
3. Customer Development parallel to   
product development for direct and   
continual feedback

1. SPECIFY   
VALUE
● An idea to help a consumer do more 
affordably, effectively &/or conveniently 
a job they’ve been trying to get done.
● The End Customer (consumer) is the 
only true judge

2. RESOLVE   
THE PROFIT   
FORMULA

● The direct & overhead 
costs needed to deliver the 
value proposition profitably.
● Establish necessary 
margins, asset turns, etc

● Things or assets that organisations 
can buy or sell, build or destroy.
● Capabilities to succeed originate in 
resources, and then migrate to 
processes, values and cultures

3. UNDERSTAND
 & ESTABLISH  
 RESOURCES

4. ARRANGE 
 PROCESS
● Established ways that 
organisations turn resources 
into products or services. 
These will come from 
resources
● Seek Transparency & Flow

5. OPTIMISE
● Add value & eliminate waste.
● Review stages are everything

CASH FLOAT
Work on models to increase the cash float. 
These include ideas like The funding gap, eg: 
Pay in 60, receive in 30.

MARGIN OF SAFETY: 
Is a key consideration for any investment.

VALUE CHAIN EVOLUTION:
Companies should control any activity or 
combinations of activities that drive perfor-
mance that matters most to customers

Opportunity Algorithm
Importance + max (Importance-Satisfaction, 0) = Opportunity
eg: Importance = 9.5, Satisfaction = 3.2, then Opportunity = 15.8

*Book: The Innovators guide to growth - Anthony et al.

CONSERVATION OF
INTEGRATION
Whatever needs to be optimised 
must be surrounded by something 
that is configurable
*Book: Lean Manufacturing

AGILE DEVELOPMENT
Preference iterative and incremental development, 
where requirements and solutions evolve through 
collaboration between self-organizing, cross-
functional teams.

CHOOSING CUSTOMERS
Generally choose many small customers rather 
than few big ones:
-No middle men in getting product feedback
-More consistent paying
-Less risk

CHIEF EXPERIENCE OFFICER
Your CEO is also your Chief Experience Officer.They should be 
continually assessing the experience from the customers 
perspective, setting relevant standards for the organisation to meet

MARKETING
Marketing is “the whole business seen 
from the customer’s point of view.” 
- Peter Drucker

"For every complex problem, there is an 
answer that is clear, simple...and wrong." 
H.L. Mencken

KEEP IT TIGHT
"Nike makes some of the best products in the 
world. Products that you lust after. Absolutely 
beautiful, stunning products. But you also make a 
lot of crap. Just get rid of the crappy stuff and 
focus on the good stuff." – Steve Jobs to Parker

6 Principles of a 'sticky' idea:
Simplicity, Unexpectedness, 
Concreteness, Credibility, 
Emotions, Stories

Rationality & Cognitive Biases
http://hpmor.com/ (fun read for rationality)
Anchoring, Status Quo, etc.

RULE OF 72:
Years to double =
72 / Interest Rate

“The closest thing to a law of 
nature in business is that form 
has an affinity for expense, while 
substance has an affinity for 
income.” – Dee Hock 

“When people are financially invested, 
they want a return. When people are 
emotionally invested, they want to 
contribute.” Simon Sinek 

COST OF EMPLOYING
Rough guidelines:
1/3 Salary
1/3 Overhead
1/3 Company profit

GETTING RICH
To get rich you need to get yourself in a situation with two things, measurement 
and leverage.
You performance needs to be measurable, or there is no way to get paid more by 
doing more. And you need leverage, so that the decisions you make have a big 
effect. – www.paulgraham.com/wealth.html

STRATEGY IN 4 QUESTIONS
Montgomery in HBS
1. What does my organization bring to the world?
2. Does that difference matter?
3. Is something about it scarce and difficult to imitate?
4. Are we doing today what we need to do in order to 
matter tomorrow?”

NATURAL PLANNING TECHNIQUES
  1. purpose / guiding principles (Why are we doing this?)
  2. mission / vision / goals / sucessful outcome (What would wild 
success look, sound, or feel like?)
  3. brainstorming (How would we accomplish it?)
    1. view the project from beyond the completion date
    2. envision wild success (suspend "Yeah, but. . .")
    3. capture features, aspects, and qualities you imagine in place
  4. organizing (identify components, subcomponents, sequences, 
events, and/or priorities; what must occur and in what order? When do 
we do these things?)
  5. next actions (Where do we start?)
"If the project is off your mind, your planning is sufficient. If it's still on 
your mind, keep applying the model until it's clear."

GREAT STARTUPS – Paul Graham
The very best startup ideas tend to have three 
things in common:
1. They're something the founders themselves want
2. That they themselves can build
3. And that few others realize are worth doing.

For incumbants, new customer 
acquisition averages about 7% of 
revenue (advertising).
Great businesses like Apple 3-4%.

BAYES THEOREM
posterior odds = prior odds × likelihood ratio

HEADS OF AGREEMENT
A Heads Of Agreement should cover:
Time and Effort, Funding, Exits, and 
Conflict Resolution (Differences in 
philosophies and expectations).

SAMPLING RULE OF 5
For setting upper and lower bounds quickly, 
randomly pick a sample of 5 from a population.
From the sample, take the largest and smallest 
values. There's ~ 90% chance that the population 
median is between the largest and smallest values.

LTV>CPA
Lifetime Value of a customer
needs to be greater than the
Cost Per Acquisition of a customer.
http://www.avc.com/a_vc/2011/04/ltv-cpa.html

● Price is what you pay
● Value is what you get

HIERARCHY OF BUSINESS NEEDS
If you're selling a product or service to a business--to a 
non-owner--consider this hierarchy, from primary needs 
on down (Seth Godin):
  * Avoiding risk
   * Avoiding hassle
   * Gaining praise
   * Gaining power
   * Having fun
   * Making a profit

SEGMENTATION
EXAMPLES
 * personas
 * market segmentation
 * experience lifecycle
 * mental models
 * capability level
 * mood

PSYCHOGRAPHICS
For most brands, psychnographics 
is a better ways to segment than 
demographics. Personality, values, 
attitudes, interests, and lifestyles.

TIMES OF HIGH INFLATION:
During times of high inflation, invest in business with 
low tanglible asset ratios (things like brands with high 
goodwill). These will become increasingly profitable as 
forced investment changes ratios. Buffett.

SEEK UNIT ECONOMIC 
INDICATORS:
Seek a variable metric that lets you see how 
well the business will scale.
Eg: Cost per sale transaction (incl: marketing, 
sales, service, warranty & support)

DISCOVERY DRIVEN
FINANCIAL PLANNING

Traditional DELIBERATE planning
1. Make assumptions about the future
2. Make a strategy based on those assumptions & 
build financial projections based on that strategy
3. Make decisions to invest based on those financial 
projections
4. Implement the strategy in order to achieve 
projected financial results

Discovery driven planning (need for disruptions)
1. Make the targeted financial projections
2. What assumptions must prove true in order for 
these projections to materialize?
3. Implement a plan to learn - to test whether the 
critical assumptions are reasonable
4. Invest to implement the strategy

- The Innovators Solution.

BEYOND BUDGETING
The 12 Beyond Budgeting Principles
Governance and transparency
1. VALUES Bind people to a common cause; not a 
central plan 
2. GOVERNANCE Govern through shared values and 
sound judgement; not detailed rules and regulations
3. TRANSPARENCY Make information open and 
transparent; don't restrict and control it

Accountable Teams
4. TEAMS Organize around a seamless network of 
accountable teams; not centralized functions
5. TRUST Trust teams to regulate their performance; 
don't micro-manage them
6. ACCOUNTABILITY Base accountability on holistic 
criteria and peer reviews; not on hierarchical relationships

Goals and Rewards
7. GOALS Encourage teams to set ambitious goals, 
don't turn goals into fixed contracts
8. REWARDS Base rewards on relative performance; not 
on fixed targets

Planning and Controls
9. PLANNING Make planning a continuous and inclusive 
process; not a top-down annual event
10. COORDINATION Coordinate interactions dynami-
cally; not through annual budgets
11. RESOURCES Make resources available just-in-time; 
not just-in-case
12. CONTROLS Base controls on fast, frequent 
feedback; not budget variances

CHANGE
…it is not the strongest species that 
survive, nor the most intelligent, but 
the ones who are most responsive 
to change.”- Charles Darwin.

FEEDBACK
Feedback sessions are 
great to ask for 3 areas.
What should we:
STOP doing
KEEP doing, &
START doing?

3 PATHS TO CONTENT
Ways folk can consume new ideas/products/theories:
1. Seach: If folk know what they are looking for and can type it
2. Social: If a friend or peer shares it
3. Opportunistic: If they just happen to be on a page, watching TV, etc

THEORY OF EVERYTHING

INVESTLING’S
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Product Change
Involved

PRODUCT ACCEPTANCE

FOR SALES TEAMS
Measure/reward Behaviour: 
● If Long Term is important (brand)
● If Dangerous (insurance, etc)

Measure/reward Results:
● If short term
● If you need entreprenuerial behaviour

UNFRAGILE
Hard to break vs easy to fix
Don't just work on hard to break.
Often an agile system that is easy
to fix works better

Goals for the process include: identifying unconcious 
incompetences, visualising success scenarios, & better 
planning for agility

STRATEGY FORMULATION

1.Priorities
(Short term)
 
2.Themes
(Mid term)

3.Directions
(Long term)

 Objectives  Tactics Actions

THE DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW (DCF) TRAP

More likely cash 
stream resulting from 
doing nothing

Projected cash stream 
from investing in an 
innovation

Companies 
should be 
making this 
comparison

DCF and NPV 
methodologies 
implicity make this 
comparison

Assumed cash 
stream resulting from 
doing nothing

A

C

B

FOCUS
Excel at one. 
and good at 
other two

A strength overdone becomes a weakness

Work on THINKING, not just THINGS

personal
HEDGEHOG

W
hat we want to doW
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t w
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o w

ell

What we can be
paid to do

WhatConsumesMe.com

Learn to
monetize

Learn to
do this better

Learn to
say ‘no’

QUALITY = FITNESS FOR PURPOSE

www.baekdal.com
PLAN, DO, SUPPORT & IGNORE

Early
Adopters

Early
Majority

Late
Majority

Innovators Laggards

This is what
you plan to do

This is what
you do

Value

This is
irellevant

This is what
you support
(but no longer do)

PLAN

DO

SUPPORT

IGNORE

*Book: The Innovators Solution - Christensen
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1. Define the most relevant Performance Parameter
2. If disrupting, seek to redefine the Performance parameter
3. Disruptive technologies are for industries with a technological 
core. Otherwise entrants emulate rather than disrupt.

PRODUCT
is king

CUSTOMER
is king

PROCESS
is king

Customer
Expectation

WHERE IS THE MARKET?

Market

Performance

Plans are of little importance, 
but planning is essential.
 —Winston ChurchillFocus on EFFECTIVE before EFFICIENT.

Creatively dissolve tasks, pareto focus, 
opprotunities before weaknesses.

What is this?
An attempt to capture our strongest insights into adding 
value, whether in marketing, design, engineering or general 
business.

How do we use it?
Any time we read a great book or article or hear a sage 
speak, we try and record the essence of the insights here. 
Then when we have a key planning session, we have this 
infront of us, to jog our memories where they might other-
wise forget.

But you’re missing…
If you can see an insight that we are missing (there’s lots of 
gaps!), we’d love to hear from you. There’s various ways to 
reach us listed on the contacts page.

Version: v2013-05-24  10:56
The latest version of this document lives at:
http://investling.com/toe

DESIRABILITY

FEASIBILITY VIABILITY

IDEO’S
Human
Centred
Design

The best solutions will 
hit the overlap of all 3

Design focus
(customers, aesthetics, etc)

Engineering focus
(technologies, 

process, etc)

Business focus
(marketing, 

finance, etc)

Start here

VISIBILITY

GARTNER HYPE CYCLE

Peak of Inflated Expectations

Plateau of Productivity

Slope of Enlightenment

Trough of Disillusionment
Technology Trigger TIME

ANSOFF GROWTH MATRIX

M
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New

Present
Present

Market
Penetration

Product
Development

Market
Development Diversification

NewPRODUCTS

Employ people with the self confidence to be humble

www.investling.com

DELIBERATE PRACTISE
3 components to deliberate practise (Ericsson):
1. Setting specific goals
2. Obtaining immediate feedback
3. Concentrating on the technique as much as 
on the outcome.
Taxi drivers practise all day, but are terrible.
“Perfect practise makes perfect”
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THE SPACING EFFECT
Use for better memorising

Memorisation

1st reminder

2nd reminder

3rd reminder

DAYS 10 20 30 40 50 60

100%

90%

80%

90%

Projected forgetting curve

INFORMATION HIERARCHY
Noise: No discernable pattern.
Data: Noise becomes data when it has a cognitive pattern.
Information: Data becomes information when it's assembled 
into a coherent whole, which can be related to other 
information.
Knowledge: Information becomes knowledge when it's 
integrated with other information in a form useful for 
making decisions and determining actions.
Understanding: Knowledge becomes understand-
ing when it's related to other knowledge in a 
manner useful for anticipating, judging, and 
acting.
Wisdom: Understanding becomes wisdom 
when it's informed by purpose, ethics, 
principles, memory, and projection.
Dee Hock, founder of Visa

Wisdom

Understanding

Knowledge

Information

Data

Noise

RETURN ON
INVESTMENT

NET
INCOME

ASSETS
MANAGED

UNIT
MARGINS

UNIT
VOLUMES

DIVIDED
BY

TIMES

THE BASICS OF PROFIT
PRICE

COST

MINUS

MARKET
SHARE

MARKET
SIZE

TIMES

Ken Wong

Transformational
Entrepreneurship

High Growth
Entrepreneurship

Exploitative
Entrepreneurship

SOCIOECONOMIC
VALUE CREATION

The Startup Genome

Social
Entrepreneurship

Contributory
Small Business

Harmful
Small Business

Harmful
Non Profits

Ineffective
Non Profits

Transformational
Non Profits

Economic
Impact

Long
Term
Societal
Impact

BRAND COHERANCE
Brands should aim for coherence rather than consistency. 
Seek to inform, inspire and empower customers, rather than 
focusing on saying the same things in the same ways.

REMUNERATION
IN BUSINESSES
Shareholders > Dividends
Lenders > Interest
Directors > Fees
Employees > Wages

Ideas to tackle a problem
Substitute, Shift the focus 
point, Make it better, Reduce 
it, Make it uneccesary, Look 
at it from another angle, 
Ridiculous suggestion, 
Random word association

Personality hides in the transitions (just look at Apple’s UI)

HIRING
"Don't hire unless you're excited to work with them"

MANAGING
Seek to engage; allow confidence, integrity, pride & passion

DEFINING YOUR BRAND

RESOLVING VALUE

SOLVING PROBLEMS

FINANCIAL

THEORETICAL

RULES OF THUMB

SEGMENTING

STARTUPS

1.
SIMPLIFY

Maeda’s Laws of Simplicity

Reduce – thoughtful reduction
Organize – organise many to one
The one – focus on the meaning

3.
CONNECT

Time – reduction in time is value
Trust – simplicity establishes trust
Emotion – simplicity connects

2.
LEARN

Differences – respect complexity
Learn – knowledge simplifies
Failure – simplify on simplistic
Context – understand big picture

Simplicity is about subtracting the obvious, and adding the meaningful 

Seems like
a bad idea

Is a
good idea

The sweet spot for startups

Peter Thiel
STARTUP SWEET-SPOTS
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BRAND

“People don't buy what you do,
they buy why you do it”
– Simon Sinek, Start with Why

WHY

HOW

WHAT

START WITH WHY

MARKETING

LEADERSHIP

LESS WRONG

MODELS FOR UNDERSTANDING

PLANNING

SALES

For change to
happen, you need:
The trigger
The ability
The motivation

"Put hot triggers in the path
of motivated people"
BJ Fogg

All models are broken, some are useful
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Awareness Evaluation Validation Purchase

Product
& Price

FOCUS for Purchase Funnel
Adapted from Eugene Schwartz Levels of Awareness
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RISK vs
VARIABILITY of RETURN

Startup

Small Business

Employee

RISK


